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 New York, N.Y. – Soho Photo Gallery is pleased to announce its November guest 
exhibition will be "De Sur a Norte ( from South to North):  Argent inean Photography 
Exhibi t ing in  NYC ." This juried show consists of 38 photographs representing the work of 14 
photographers who are members of Foto Cine Club Rafaela located in Rafaela, Argentina.  This 
exhibition of color and black and white photographs is part of an exchange program that began in 
October 2004 when members of Soho Photo Gallery participated in an exhibition at Museo De la 
Fotografica in Rafaela, Argentina that was called "From North to South, Photographs  of  North 
Ameri ca to Exhibi t  in  Argent ina."  The juror for November’s show was Delia Tolz, an 
Argentinean artist and curator residing in New York. As will be evident in the exhibit, Tolz chose 
images that represent a fascinating cross-section of work by Argentinean photographers including 
several professionals such as the international award-winning Adolfo Previderi, co-director of 
Museo de la Fotografica. The exhibit will offer a unique perspective of Argentinean views today.  



 
November’s show also includes one solo exhibition by a Soho Photo Gallery member as well as a 
group show called "Three by Four,"  featuring four new members exhibiting three images each.   
 

 
Cheetah © Ellen Schaefer 

 
"Animals of Namibia" is Ellen Schaefer’s twelfth solo exhibit at Soho Photo since 1992. 
Namibia, which is located on the coast of Southwest Africa, is known for its wide array of wildlife 
and national parks. Schaefer says, "My favorite place was the Etosha National Park. My favorite 
animal was the beautiful and fastest animal in the world— the cheetah— who also loves to climb 
trees. Most of the images were taken at watering holes, from observation posts, and in vehicles 
whose roofs opened to allow picture taking. What I found interesting was that animals who are 
usually combative drank companionably at the same watering hole."  

 
 

 
© Hal McLaughlin 

 
Hal McLaughlin’s exhibit of three 11"x14" color images is entitled "Winter Beech Leaves." He 
says, "I am always surprised and pleased when walking in late winter in deep woods. I come upon 
beech leaves on the tree. They hang and cling until pushed off by the emerging bud. I am reminded 

of life, old and new. I cannot pass them by."  without stopping to look, think and photograph." 

 



 

 

© Robert Lobe 

Robert Lobe’s color exhibit is called "City Flowers." He says, "When passing through New York 
streets and walking in Europe’s great cities, I look for striking color compositions and unusual, even 
odd juxtapositions which I recognize to be the basis for a photograph.  When they appear, these 
"urban still lifes" resonate within me. Their mysterious meaning is absorbed on an instinctual level, 
quite apart from language and conscious thought. These three compositions, each very different, 
have a floral theme in common." 
 
 

 
 

Smile © Gerald Widen 
 

Gerald Widen’s exhibit is called "Life Samples" which are black and white street 
photographs of two people together. Widen says, "I’m a street photographer in the classic 
sense. The camera is my diary. My photographs are visions snatched from everyday life, 
filled by ordinary people in everyday situations. These images often contain odd 
juxtapositions, unexpected messages and humor. These opportunities exist for only a brief 
moment, then disappear forever." 



 

 
 

A Seat Among the Messages © Joan Lemler 

 
Joan Lemler’s exhibit in "Three by Four" is entitled, "Black Skies, Bright Walls."  
She says, "For years I have photographed surfaces covered by graffiti. It enlivens the urban 
landscapes that I shoot, often making them more compelling because of the colorful patterns and 
creative hand in evidence.  This photo series was taken at a site that welcomes graffiti artists, so with 
the exception of the sidewalk and sky, it is almost completely covered with paint.  To intensify the 
images, I went on a day of sudden rainstorms, so I was able to capture one of my preferred lighting 
conditions.  The sun broke through the dark, ominous sky, illuminating patches of the street below.  
For me this mix of brightness and darkness, whimsy and decay, produced some magical images." 
 
 

### 
 
Soho Photo Gallery has been showcasing a broad spectrum of imagery by emerging and veteran 
photographers since 1971. The Gallery is in New York’s historic TriBeCa district, three blocks south of Canal 
Street between West Broadway and Sixth Avenue. Subways: #1 to Franklin Street or the A, C, E, W, N, R or 
#6 to Canal Street. 


